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ABSTRACT
In recent years, the Smart City concept is emerging as a way to increase efficiency, reduce costs, and improve the overall quality of citizen life. The rise of Smart City solutions is encouraged by the increasing availability of Internet of Things (IoT) devices and crowd sensing technologies. This paper presents an IoT Crowd Sensing platform that offers a set of services to citizens by exploiting a network of bicycles as IoT probes. Based on a survey conducted to identify the most interesting bike-enabled services, the SmartBike platform provides: real time remote geo-location of users’ bikes, anti-theft service, information about traveled route, and air pollution monitoring. The proposed SmartBike platform is composed of three main components: the SmartBike mobile sensors for data collection installed on the bicycle; the end-user devices implementing the user interface for geo-location and anti-theft; and the SmartBike central servers for storing and processing detected data and providing a web interface for data visualization. The suitability of the platform was evaluated through the implementation of an initial prototype. Results demonstrate that the proposed SmartBike platform is able to provide the stated services, and, in addition, that the accuracy of the acquired air quality measurements is compatible with the one provided by the official environmental monitoring system of the city of Turin. The described platform will be adopted within a project promoted by the city of Turin, that aims at helping people making their mobility behavior more sustainable.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the concept of Smart City has emerged as a way to “exploit the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in making better use of the public resources, increase the quality of services offered to the citizens and, in turn, the quality of life in urban areas, while reducing the operational costs of the public administrations” [1]. In Smart Cities, a broad network of IoT sensors (such as smartphones, smart vehicles, or surveillance cameras) is spread across the city with the aim of collecting data to foster the development of innovative applications for citizens, companies, and public administrations [2]. One of the ways used to enhance the contribution of IoT sensors to Smart Cities is by exploiting crowd sensing solutions. Crowd sensing is an alternative to the traditional way of gathering and delivering information from and to the environment: sensing is “distributed across a large number of (often mobile) individuals rather than by any individual or set of sensors in fixed locations” [3]. Essentially, every device owned by a person (e.g., smartphone, smartwatch, etc.) can be used to acquire geo-located data thus permitting spatial and temporal resolution improvements in services provided by a smart city.

The goal of this paper is the design and the development of an IoT crowd sensing platform (the SmartBike platform) able to monitor air city conditions while providing services that are interesting for both users and institutions. This platform will be adopted within the OpenAgorà project [4], one of the proposals selected by the city of Turin for the Torino Living Lab Campidoglio experimentation [5]. Involving different partners (Turin TIM Joint Open Lab,
Politecnico di Torino, and two startups, Move Plus [6] and Ponyzero [7]), the Open Agorà project aims at developing and testing solutions for helping people to make their mobility behavior more sustainable. In addition, it aims, at the same time, at providing data and tools that can be used by the city institutions to enhance the overall quality of life of their citizens.

Due to the extensive use of bicycles observed in literature for monitoring smart cities ([8, 9, 10, 11, 12]), the bicycle was selected as a crowd sensing probe for monitoring the city environment. The development of the proposed platform was divided into four main steps. At first, a survey was conducted to identify the most interesting bike-enabled features for users. This step is based on the observation reported by Alam et al. [13] about the usefulness of involving users in designing new services: authors demonstrate that user involvement in designing new services facilitates the development of better and differentiated new services that match exactly customer needs. Then, in the second phase, the four most preferred features emerged from the survey results were selected to inform the definition of the services provided by the platform. The selected features are the following: a) real time remote geo-location of user bikes, b) anti-theft service, c) information about traveled route (distance, duration, and rise), and d) air pollution monitoring. Based on them, in this phase, the architecture of an IoT crowd sensing platform was designed. After that, an initial prototype of the presented platform was implemented in the third phase and used in the forth phase to test the feasibility of the approach and the suitability of the platform.

It was demonstrated that the proposed SmartBike platform is able to provide the designed services, and, in addition, that the air pollution measures provided by the platform are compatible with the ones provided by the official environmental monitoring system of the city of Turin.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2. analyzes related works, while Section 3. presents the results of the user survey. Section 4. describes the proposed architecture and Section 5. analyzes the first developed prototype. Finally, results obtained by testing the feasibility of the platform are discussed in Section 6. and Section 7. concludes the paper and discusses future works.

2. RELATED WORKS

The current section presents existing environmental monitoring systems and, specifically, air quality detection solutions based on IoT technologies. Particular attention is paid to the services for citizens provided by each presented solution.

Environmental monitoring and air quality detection systems have been subject of extensive studies in the literature ([14, 15, 16]). Mehta et al. [17], for example, developed a cloud based air quality detection system that analyzes data for providing atmospheric quality measurements to the user in real time. They proposed the architecture of a AMS (Air Monitoring Sensor) system that consists of a device equipped with nine sensors placed in strategic locations across the city. The device is responsible for collecting data about the toxicity of the air, informing users about the air quality of the area in which they are moving and suggesting alternative routes. Xiaojun et al. [18] presented an IoT-based air pollution monitoring and forecasting system. The designed system is based on low cost air quality monitoring stations that can be laid out in sensible points of the city. These stations enhance the network of sensors spread all over the city and increase the precision of revealed air quality information. The presented solution does not actually supply any service to users, but it constitutes a real and effective decision-making basis for emergency response that can be used to develop and provide new future services.

In addition, different other works were found in literature aiming at monitoring ambient conditions using crowd-sensing based devices, such as bicycles, and complementing local environmental monitoring stations. Liu et al. [8, 10] presented a platform that exploits a custom-made sensor box mounted on public shared bicycles to monitor air pollution. They demonstrate that these devices can be used to improve the accuracy of the existing local environmental monitoring stations. The air quality of the entire city is presented, in both works, on a website and is available to every citizens and/or institutions.

Furthermore, Zeiger et al. [9] described a system for environmental monitoring based on participatory sensing. Mobile environmental sensors carried by citizens (pedestrians or cyclists) are used to measure pollutant concentrations. Acquired data are then used to build a pollution map. Another interesting system, similar to the one presented in this paper, is the SensorWebBike, proposed by Vagnoli et al. [11]. The main component of their system is a device equipped with air quality sensors (such as, noise, humidity, temperature, CO, CO₂, O₃, NO₂, and CH₄ sensors) that monitors the environment by using users’ bicycles as probes. However, the main difference with the platform presented in this paper is related to the services directly supplied to citizens. The SensorWebBike provides only a web application that shows a pollution map of the city to citizens without other user-related services such as anti-theft. Finally, Velasco et al. [19] present a mobile wireless sensor network system aiming at complementing the already existing official air quality monitoring systems of the city of Torino. Some tests were carried out by mounting the proposed system on bicycles in order to increase their mobility. The main difference from the one described in the
current paper is that their system does not offer direct services to citizens and, specifically, to cyclists.

3. USER SURVEY

As the first step in developing the SmartBike platform, an online survey was conducted with the aim of identifying the most interesting bike-enabled features. 288 persons were involved among Politecnico di Torino students and TIM employees that usually move around the city of Turin (Italy) riding their bikes. The survey has been accessible for two months and consisted of 10 questions divided into three main sections. The first section aimed at acquiring user demographic and habits information. The second section, instead, had the objective of analyzing user preferences for the future design of aesthetic characteristics of the proposed solution. The questions asked users to express their preferences about the preferred type of bike (e.g., mountain bike, city bike, etc.) and the most desired bike accessories (e.g., basket, baggage holder, etc.). Finally, the third section was related to the identification of the most interesting services for cyclists in the context of a smart city. The language used within the survey was Italian, results were then translated for the purposes of this paper.

3.1. Demographic information about interviewees

Aiming at recruiting users that usually move around the city of Turin (Italy) riding their bikes, 500 promotional tags with a printed QR code (which pointed to the surveys link) were attached to the bikes parked in the Politecnico di Torino courtyard. Moreover, an email promoting the survey was sent to TIM employees. A population of 288 people replied to the study, with 221 males and 67 females. Most participants were aged in the interval “36 - 50” (Figure 1).

Furthermore, Figure 2 shows the frequency with which users declared to use their bicycles: most of the interviewees (81%) commonly use their bikes several times a month, and 50% at least weekly.

3.2. Preferred type of bike and most used bike devices

In the second section of the survey, respondents were asked to select the preferred type of bike among the following four types:

- budget bike
- city bike
- mountain bike
- racing bike.

Results reveal that the most preferred type of bike is the city bike (45.8%), followed by the mountain bike (26.7%), the racing bike (22.0%) and, finally the budget bike (5.5%). Furthermore, users were asked to declare if they usually desire one or more of the following bike accessories:

Figure 1. User Survey: age distribution

Figure 2. User Survey: frequency of bicycle usage
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• baggage holder
• basket
• frontal light
• spoke light.

In this case, results reveals that the most preferred device is the frontal light (87.7%), followed by the spoke light (54.8%), the baggage holder (46.6%) and, finally, the basket (28.8%).

3.3. Most interesting bike-enabled features

In the final section of the survey, users were asked to select up to six possible future high tech bike improvements out of those listed in Table 1. The reported values represent the percentage of users that selected each feature.

As can be observed from table 1, the six most requested features are: real time geo-location detection of the bike in case of loss or theft, anti-theft service which can send notifications to an end-user device, information about traveled route (traveled distance, duration, difference in altitude), air pollution level of traveled roads, GPS navigation device, and information about the speed.

Table 1. List of possible technological bike improvements with percentage of users that selected each of them

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Percentage of selections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real time remote geo-location detection of the bike in case of loss or theft</td>
<td>67.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-theft feature which can send notification to an end-user device</td>
<td>64.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about traveled routes (traveled distance, duration, difference in altitude)</td>
<td>47.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air pollution level of traveled roads</td>
<td>42.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS navigation device</td>
<td>31.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average, minimum, and maximum speed</td>
<td>30.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic call for assistance in case of accidents (e-call)</td>
<td>29.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle maintenance status</td>
<td>23.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about high injury risk roads</td>
<td>22.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burned calories</td>
<td>13.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic information</td>
<td>13.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio instructions about navigation</td>
<td>11.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heartbeat monitoring</td>
<td>9.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminders based on location on the route</td>
<td>7.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point of interest</td>
<td>7.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about not accessible roads</td>
<td>6.93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. ARCHITECTURE

In the second phase of the SmartBike platform development, the four most requested features resulting from the survey were selected. Based on them, two different services were, then, designed and the architecture of the platform was devised. The selected features are:

(a) real time remote geo-location detection of the users’ bikes;

(b) anti-theft;

(c) information about traveled route (distance, duration, and rise);

(d) air pollution monitoring.
4.1. Scenario

Starting from the survey results, the following enabling scenario was designed and used to inform the definition of the SmartBike platform provided services. The scenario concerns the use of the system by a typical cyclist (named Ann) whose bike is stolen: Ann is at her home and wants to use her bike to go to work by avoiding areas with too much pollution. Consequently, she takes her smartphone, opens the SmartBike app and, by using the built in maps chooses the best route to go to her works. Then, she enters her garage to take the bike, she deactivates the anti-theft service and then she goes working by bike. When Ann arrives at her workplace, she parks the bike in nearby park, activates the anti-theft system by using her smartphone and enters her office. While she is working, someone tries to steal her bike, so a notification is sent to her smartphone. Immediately she exits her office to scare the thief, but he is already gone. However, by using the SmartBike app she can locate her bike in real time, so she contacts the police and they finally recover her bike.

4.2. Provided services

Looking at the scenario, the following two main services were identified as the ones that should be provided by the SmartBike platform:

1. the “city monitoring” service gathers the features (a, c and d of the first list of this section) aimed at collecting and showing air pollution information of areas traveled by involved cyclists. Considering that air pollution can be influenced by temperature, relative humidity and barometric pressure, those data should be acquired through appropriate sensors in addition to the air pollution information. The collected data should be geo-located and periodically sent to SmartBike central servers able to store it. Likewise, the platform should provide a web map showing the traveled routes and the level of pollution of the areas of the city monitored by available bikes. These services should be accessible into two different modes: a “personal” mode showing only user related information to logged users (e.g., the position of the owned bikes) and a “public” mode showing aggregated information obtained by merging data collected by each user;

2. the “anti-theft” service, instead, gathers the anti-theft feature (b of the list reported at the beginning of this section). The SmartBike platform should allow an authenticated user to enable/disable an anti-theft service that, by monitoring movements of the bike, should generate a notification whenever a thief tries to steal the bike. In addition, the platform should provide real time information about the bike location and the device status (e.g., battery level).

Figure 3 shows the designed logical architecture of the SmartBike platform. It is composed of three main components: the SmartBike devices, the end-user devices (e.g., smartphones and tablets), and the SmartBike central servers.

![Figure 3. High level architecture design of the SmartBike platform](image)

4.3. Architecture design

The SmartBike devices block represents the IoT objects that are mounted on the bicycles. They should be autonomous (i.e., always active and connected to the Internet even when the user smartphone/tablet is not close to them) and should provide the following functionalities to support the two services described in Section 4.2.:
- environmental monitoring functionality able to collect data about air pollution, temperature, relative humidity and barometric pressure;
- bike status monitoring functionality able to detect any movement of the bike while the anti-theft service is enabled;
- data synchronization functionality able to periodically send acquired data to the SmartBike central servers. When the anti-theft service is enabled the information should be sent in real time to the SmartBike central servers;
- location functionality used to geo-tag acquired information and locate the bike in case of theft or loss;
- communication functionality used to provide interactions with end-user devices.

The end-user devices block represents the smartphones or tablets on which a dedicated SmartBike application is installed. This app permits the following functionalities with the SmartBike devices and the SmartBike central servers:

- authenticate the user and enable interactions with her own SmartBike devices;
- enable/disable anti-theft service;
- generate theft alert notifications whenever it is informed about a theft by the SmartBike central servers;
- present the current status information (i.e., gas concentration, temperature, relative humidity, barometric pressure and battery level) about all SmartBike devices owned by the user;
- visualize the location of the device on a map;
- show information about traveled route.

Finally, the SmartBike central servers represent one or more back-end servers that provide three different kinds of functionalities as parts of both the two described services:

1. a data collection functionality, able to periodically receive data sent by SmartBike devices owned by different users. These data are useful for both final users and city institutions;
2. a web interface similar to the one provided by the app run on end-user devices to supply a) a map to geo-locate in real time the user bikes, b) a map based on historical information to show the air pollution conditions of the areas traveled by involved cyclists, c) information about personal traveled route. This interface, and specifically, the functionalities described in b) and c) will be interesting for both cyclists and city institutions;
3. an anti-theft functionality that a) redirects theft notifications sent by SmartBike devices to the right end-user devices and b) sends an anti-theft notification if no data are received from a SmartBike device for a certain amount of time.

5. PROTOTYPE

In order to evaluate the suitability of the platform, an initial prototype of the presented architecture has been implemented. As an initial prototype, the main assumption considered in the following description is that a user owns only one bike and one end-user device (e.g., smartphone and tablet). However, the prototype can be easily extended to cases in which a single user owns more than one bicycle and/or more end-user devices. In addition, in this prototype, the air pollution was monitored through the carbon monoxide concentration, only.

The following subsections illustrate the details of the components that compose the presented platform.

5.1. SmartBike devices

Figure 4 shows the implemented SmartBike device prototype.

It was implemented using the STM32 Nucleo L476RG board [20] equipped with the ARM mbed 3.0 Operating System [21] as control board. The board contains the basic components (i.e., the CPU, memory and some ports) but it can be easily extended with a large number of specialized application hardware add-ons and shields. In this work it was expanded by adding the following shields:
Adafruit FONA808 [22], as GSM/GPRS and GPS module for transmitting data to the SmartBike central servers and provide the location of the bikes;

ST X-Nucleo-IDB05A1 [23], as Bluetooth Low Energy 4.1 shield for providing connections with near end-user devices;

ST X-Nucleo-IKS01A1 [24], as environmental and motion sensor shield for acquiring temperature, humidity, pressure and motion (acquired through the accelerometer);

Nemoto NAP-505 [25] with Texas Instruments LMP91002 Analog Front End (AFE) [26], as electrochemical CO sensor chosen for its low power consumption and good reading accuracy at a reasonable cost.

The device is autonomous: a battery guarantees its power supply and the GSM/GPRS module guarantees its connectivity functions even when it is not connected to a smartphone/tablet. As a requirement of this prototype, a 10 Ah LiPo battery was chosen to let the device be active for 48 hours while collecting data with an interval of 12 seconds.

### 5.2. End-user devices

Figure 5 shows two screenshots of the designed end-user prototype application. The application was developed for Android devices running at least Android 5.0 and was developed using the Android Studio IDE. The implemented user interface is minimal and is composed of two activities providing different functionalities. The main activity is shown in Figure 5a. It implements the following functionalities:

- it provides a button to connect the end-user device to the hardware device via a Bluetooth Low Energy connection;
- if connected to the hardware device, it provides the current status of the hardware device showing the revealed carbon monoxide, temperature, relative humidity and pressure;
- if connected to the hardware device, it provides a button to activate or deactivate the anti-theft service.

The second activity, i.e., the map activity, is shown in Figure 5b and provides a map showing the current location of the bike.

In addition, two background services were implemented: the first one provides an interface for receiving notifications from the SmartBike central servers in case of theft, while the second one manages the connections needed to periodically send collected data to the SmartBike central servers.
5.3. SmartBike central servers

To provide the designed services, a solution integrating a back-end and a front-end platform was adopted in implementing the SmartBike central servers block. SiteWhere [27], an open source IoT server platform, was used as back-end to collect and store all the data sent by both SmartBike devices and end-user devices and to provide this data to the mobile and the web applications. It collected: a) air pollution information, b) location information, c) bike motion (acquired through accelerometer), d) SmartBike devices’ statuses.

The web application, acting as front-end platform, was implemented based on Meteor [28], a full-stack JavaScript platform for developing modern web and mobile applications. The implemented Meteor application grants a) access to a map showing traveled routes and the level of pollution of the areas of the city monitored by available bikes, and b) the generation of all the notifications sent to users to report theft attempts. The solution was deployed on a free Amazon EC2 [29] instance.

Figure 6 shows the map reported in the web interface to let the user know her bike current location and the recently traveled route.

6. RESULTS

To evaluate the feasibility of the approach, the suitability of the platform and the accuracy of the implemented prototype, the whole prototype has been subjected to a test phase. A volunteer cyclist was invited to reproduce the sample scenario reported in section 4.: the implemented prototype of the SmartBike device was placed inside the basket of his bike and the Android application was installed on his smartphone running Android 6.0.1 (a Karbonn Sparkle V smartphone).

The experiment was conducted on the 26th of May 2016 for 30 minutes between 14:00 and 14:30. The user went through the area of Turin (Italy) shown in Figure 7 and located near Politecnico di Torino.

Air pollution information were collected simultaneously using a) the implemented platform prototype and b) the closest ARPA (Italian acronym of “Regional Environmental Protection Agency”) city monitoring station situated about 3 km far from the area of experiment (it is precisely located in Via della Consolata in Turin, Italy). Moreover, the anti-theft service was tested by trying to move the parked bike to simulate a theft attempt without the presence of the bike owner.

The analysis of collected data actually demonstrated that the implemented prototype was able to provide all the services described in the previous sections:

- a notification arrived on the user smartphone after a few seconds from the beginning of the theft attempt;
- the CO value measured by the SmartBike device was compatible with the one measured by the ARPA station.

The average value of carbon monoxide acquired by the SmartBike device and calculated over 180 samples (1 every 12 seconds) is $1.2 \pm 0.5 \text{ ppm}$ (part per million). Instead the one monitored by the ARPA station, calculated as the average value of the two measures acquired at 14:00 and 15:00, is $0.892 \text{ ppm}$ (1.1 mg m$^{-3}$) and the two measurements are compatible.

\footnote{Actual values acquired through the ARPA monitoring station were taken from the ARPA official website [30].}
7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper we present an IoT Crowd Sensing platform that offers a set of services to citizens by exploiting a network of bicycles as IoT probes. A survey aimed at identifying the most interesting bike-enabled services for users was conducted among 288 users that usually use a bike in their daily life. The following services were identified: a) real time remote geo-location detection of the users’ bikes, b) anti-theft service, c) information about traveled route (distance, duration, and rise), and d) air pollution monitoring. Then, starting from an enabling scenario, the details of each service were defined and the architecture of the SmartBike platform was designed. It is composed of three main components: the SmartBike devices for data collection, the end-user devices (e.g., smartphones and tablets) as user interfaces for the real time bike geo-location detection and the anti-theft service, and the SmartBike central servers for storing revealed data and providing a web interface for data visualization. To evaluate the feasibility of the approach and the suitability of the platform, an initial prototype of the presented platform was implemented and the platform was tested by a volunteer.

Results demonstrate that the proposed SmartBike platform is able to provide the designed services, and, in addition, that the accuracy of the air pollution measures provided by the proposed platform are compatible with the ones provided by the official environmental monitoring system of the city of Turin.

Future works will include the development of missing functionalities and a large-scale field experimentation: the described platform will be adopted in the OpenAgorà project [4] within the Torino Living Lab Campidoglio experimentation [5]. The OpenAgorà project aims at helping people making their mobility behavior more sustainable and, at the same time, providing data and tools that can be used by the city institutions to enhance the overall quality of life of their citizens.

In addition, new air quality parameters will be monitored by introducing new sensors in the SmartBike devices. Finally, starting from the results of the first part of the survey regarding the preferred type of bicycle and the most used bike accessories, the aesthetic design of the SmartBike devices will be subjected to a new study that will involve again users.
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